
Teaching sequence three



•  Look at the five pictures of everyday images and their 
descriptions (saxophone, elephant, toilet brush, bobble hat, 
banana). Discuss whether any of them are inherently funny. 

•  In your writing pairs, rearrange the definitions of the 
pictures to see which combinations you find the funniest, 
e.g. An elephant... something you put on your head to keep 
yourself warm. Write down your three best findings. 

•  Report back. Discuss why combinations and absurdity can 
make what is usually an ordinary statement funny for an 
audience.

Starter – mixed-up images



A bobble hat A saxophone A banana An elephant A toilet brush

Something you 
put on your 

head to keep 
warm

Something you 
blow into to make 
beautiful music

Something that 
makes a tasty 
and healthy 

snack

Something you 
can see roaming 

around the 
plains of Africa

Something you can 
give your toilet a 

good scrubbing with

Caption starter images



•  Look at picture A. Explain to the group that this is a photograph of a 
CBBC television show but that it is not important if they don’t know 
anything about the characters in the picture. Try as a class to answer the 
five Ws and the H of questioning on the whiteboard: Who are they? What 
are they wearing? Why are they there? When is it happening? Where are 
they? How did they get there?

•  Answer the questions twice. The first time, try to be as accurate as 
possible. The second time, try to come up with the strangest answers 
you can that could be true but are clearly silly. For example, they are 
ancient milkshake makers, they are dressed in their company uniform, 
they are setting up a market stall to sell their shakes, it is Tuesday 
lunchtime, they are in their local theatre, or they got here in a time 
machine made of spoons.

Core – creating captions



Picture A



•  Look again at Picture A on the captions worksheet. Try to forget any 
information that you may know about the people if you recognise them 
from the television. Pretend this is just an ordinary scene with ordinary 
people. Next to the pictures we have two sentences: one that is actually 
happening and the other what could be happening instead, taken from 
our example. Is there another version of what could be happening that 
we could come up with? 

Core – creating captions (2)



•  Working with a partner, write down suggestions for what is happening 
and what could be happening for pictures B and C. 

•  Share these with the rest of the class. Try to find which one is the most 
absurd version of what is happening.

•  Now look at the speech bubbles picture worksheet. Now that you’ve 
come up with an absurd version of what is happening in the other 
pictures, try to decide what the people could be saying to each other. 
Fill in the speech bubbles for each character. 

Core – creating captions (3)



Picture B Picture C



Speech bubbles



Extra images



•  Using sticky tac, create a gallery around the edge of the room of all the 
speech bubble pictures in the class. Have a look around the room at 
each one and pick your favourites. 

• Vote for two children’s choices and one t eacher’s choice as good examples.

•  What was it that people enjoyed about these captions? Do they have 
anything in common in the way they are working?

Plenary – picture gallery


